September 28, 2016
Senator Tammy Baldwin (WI)
Meghan Ladwig, Legislative Assistant
John Medinger
717 Hart Office Building,
Washington, DC 20510
Meghan_Ladwig@baldwin.senate.gov
John_Medinger@baldwin.senate.gov
brian_conlan@baldwin.senate.gov
Dear Senator Baldwin, Meghan Ladwig, John Medinger and Brian Conlon,
Citizens Acting for Rail Safety-La Crosse (CARS-LC) is very aware of the work that Senator has done to
increase safety for citizens and the environment along the Mississippi River. We are very grateful for her
accessibility and responsiveness to citizen and emergency personnel responder concerns for safe rail
transport of hazardous material.
Despite recent legislative action including the passing of the FAST Act, rail transport of hazardous material
remains unsafe and will continue to present a danger over the next 10 years until that legislation is fully
implemented. The district of Senator Baldwin along the Upper Mississippi Valley is particularly vulnerable
as much of the nation’s crude oil and ethanol is transported by rail along this corridor. This presents a threat
and imminent danger to citizens and the Upper Mississippi Wildlife Refuge.
In the last two years there have been six documented derailments along the upper Mississippi. They are
Brownsville, MN Jan. 27, 2016; Dubuque, IA Feb. 4 2015; Galena, IL March 6 2015; Alma, WI Nov. 7,
2015; and most recently Ferryville, WI Sept. 22 2016. In addition, there was a spill of 1,200 gallons of crude
oil from Red Wing MN to Winona MN on Feb 4 2014. Notable about the Ferryville derailment is that it was
caused by extreme rainfall in the Ferryville area much as the derailment south of La Crosse on August 19
2007 where a train was washed off the tracks in a similar weather occurrence.
The karst geography, high bluffs, narrow valleys and broad ridge tops of the Upper Mississippi are the beauty
of this area. Unfortunately, during extreme rain events this geography presents short periods of high water
concentration and flash floods along the upper Mississippi tributaries. The flash floods along the Mississippi
tributaries have the potential to destroy infrastructure and are the reason that towns were moved such as Gays
Mills, Soldiers Grove, and Chaseburg WI in the district of Senator Baldwin. Flash floods were common in
these towns as they are along the length of the Upper Mississippi.
Given the above one must question the running of freight along the Upper Mississippi during extreme rain
events. The derailments at Ferryville and south of La Crosse were directly attributable to flash flooding from
extreme rain.
In the most recent derailment at Ferryville, CARS-LC members personally observed wash-out from flash
flooding at the Rush Creek railroad bridge. In addition we noted debris from flooding over the bridge at
Genoa just south of the power plant and close to nuclear cask storage. One must assume that trains were
running across this bridge as water was over it. A derailment at Genoa had the potential of even more
extreme risk. Some photos we took are attached and it is likely that there is video to verify water and/or drift
in the vicinity of the tracks or even over the tracks.

Lists of major state roads closed preceding the derailment, including in Crawford County were published
before the derailment. https://juneaumessenger.com/articles/1774/view. Mudslides were also being reported
by media before the derailment including near DeSoto:
http://www.wxow.com/story/33146586/2016/09/21/mudslide-reported-near-highway-82-in-crawford-county
In light of the above, CARS-LC questions BNSF protocol for running trains during extreme weather events
such as occurred this previous week. How does BNSF determine that running freight during extreme rain is
safe? Is there coordination with emergency management along the rail line to determine safety? In Vernon
county there was warning of flooded streams and roadways and cautions for travel. Do the railroads have a
similar system of warning and cease transport of freight during periods of heightened risk? Should it be
standard practice to continually verify track safety when severe weather has impacted surrounding roads?
Lastly, given the frequency of derailment along the Upper Mississippi corridor and its environmental
sensitivity, one must question this as an appropriate routing of hazardous material until such transport is safe
with full implementation of FAST Act. This is especially so given the region’s susceptibility to flash
flooding.
CARS-LC would welcome further investigation by Senator Baldwin of BNSF and other railroad protocol for
running of freight during extreme weather events along the Upper Mississippi such as rain, and hope she will
investigate this further. Thank you very much.
Respectfully,
Citizens Acting for Rail Safety - La Crosse

About Citizens Acting for Rail Safety
CARS is a regional, grass-roots advocacy group that works with the public and legislators to improve freight rail
transportation systems for the benefit of the health, safety, and quality-of-life of people, wildlife, and the environment.

